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Abstract 

High-resolution seismic imaging, i.e., “reflection seismology”, is traditionally performed by recording 
artificial seismic sources (e.g., chemical explosions or vibrating plates/Vibroseis) with a dense set of 
geophones. While the technique is highly successful, it can be expensive, logistically complex, and 
invasive and, therefore impractical at times. Passive-source seismic interferometry (SI) is a relatively new 
technique that seeks to determine Earth’s impulse response via cross-correlations of ground-motion data 
recorded at sets of seismic stations using ambient noise to excite ground motions rather than explicit 
sources. In a typical SI approach, one station serves as a “virtual source” and the others as receivers and 
the resulting “virtual source gather” that is obtained from the cross-correlation of signals represents the 
seismic response (“Green’s function”) of subsurface structure between the two stations.  

Ambient noise techniques can be used to obtain waveforms where acquisition using active sources 
would not be permitted. They can also be used as a low-cost alternative to active-source imaging to, for 
example, monitor reservoir production, perform time lapse (“4D”) passive seismic imaging, CO2 
sequestration surveillance, or assess seismic hazard in densely populated urban areas. 

The most common strategies for ambient noise interferometry allow for its application only after the 
data have been acquired and fieldwork has been completed. This is a disadvantage because the basic 
principle of SI is stacking of cross-correlations and autocorrelations over a “long enough” time interval, 
leading to time series that converge to the inter-station Green’s function. The optimal length of the 
recording period depends on the characteristics of ambient noise at the site, which vary over time and are 
therefore not known beforehand. Data acquisition parameters, including deployment duration, sample 
interval, plus instrument configuration, spacing, and gain, among other parameters, cannot be planned in 
ways that will ensure success while minimizing cost and effort. Experiment durations are typically either 
too long, which renders them more expensive than necessary, or too short, which risks failure to achieve 
the experiment’s objectives.  

Automated, in-field processing can provide inter-station GF’s in near-real-time, allowing for the 
immediate evaluation of results and enabling operators to alter data acquisition parameters before 
demobilizing the instruments. In the project entitled “Development of a novel, near-real-time approach to 
geothermal seismic exploration and monitoring via ambient seismic noise interferometry” our general 
objectives were to (a) build and test a new-generation seismic system that is capable of acquiring, 
transmitting, and processing seismic data in near-real-time, (b) apply the new technology in a geothermal 
field setting to investigate the possibility of extracting supplementary seismic parameter information from 
ambient seismic noise surveys by exploiting opportunities for adapting survey acquisition parameters 
provided by near-real-time data processing. 

We devised a low-cost approach to automating SI with ambient noise. It relies on existing, widely-
available instrumentation and expands that instrumentation’s functionality by adding inexpensive micro-
processors to perform data handling and processing. Novel features of our solution include: a) Embedding 
Raspberry Pi processors in a seismic array to perform real-time acquisition and distributed processing, b) 
creating a mesh Wi-Fi network in the field to transfer data between nodes, c) implementing Apache 
Cassandra to manage data across the array, and d) using MSNoise, Python-based SI software, to produce 
“Green’s functions” via cross-correlation and stacking. Results are reviewed, progress toward 



convergence can be assessed, and messages can be sent that summarize the array’s performance, data 
metrics, and state of health. 

In 2016-17 we built a prototype 20-node array and tested it at the Soda Lake Geothermal Field in 
June 2017. The array successfully performed real-time, in-field processing and produced virtual source 
gathers after each hour of data acquisition. We are now implementing a few changes to the array design 
and will build a 150-node array to be tested at a geothermal field in Nevada in 2018. In this presentation 
we will describe the approach in detail, show results from our field test, and report on the challenges we 
encountered during the project. 
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I’m going to describe an inexpensive approach to automating seismic interferometry with ambient noise. The basic idea is to extend the functionality of tried and true, industry standard instrumentation by adding a cheap microprocessor and setting up a wifi network in the field. With the addition of a powerful, decentralized database management program called Cassandra and Python-based cross-correlation and stacking and data reformatting utilities and we have a nodal seismic system that is capable of automated, real-time distributed processing in the field in near real time. There are some important benefits to real-time processing in any type of seismic survey but I’m going to argue that it is most important in ambient noise interferometry.To make that argument I first need to review the theory behind seismic interferometry and how it differs from traditional array seismology. 



Seismic Interferometry

• Traditional seismic exploration methods use “controlled seismic sources” (e.g., explosions, 
Vibroseis, hammer blows) to interrogate the subsurface. This approach can be expensive, 
intrusive, and damaging to the environment.

• Seismic interferometry (SI) is a relatively new field in seismology – The term 
interferometry is borrowed from radio astronomy. It can be divided into ambient noise 
interferometry and controlled source interferometry.

• Ambient Noise Seismic Interferometry - Uses ground motions that occur continuously 
from non traditional sources (e.g. ocean generated seismic energy, car and railroad 
seismic energy, wind generated seismic energy, etc)

• The goal of Ambient Noise Interferometry: to extract coherent signal (surface waves and 
body waves) from ‘noise’ records.

• That is to do subsurface imaging without explicit seismic sources.

• At the heart of ambient noise interferometry is Cross-correlation of records from different 
seismic stations, and the sum of the cross-correlations over time.
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Controlled source imaging is the “gold standard”One highly salient feature of interferometry is that it can be used with “ambient noise”, i.e., just using the sorts of ground motions that occur constantly. We don’t need to identify the locations or origin times of sources (i.e., shots, blasts, hammer blows, Vibroseis, etc.). However, in the case of ambient noise interferometry some special considerations must be addressed. I will describe those considerations in detail shortly but, for now, suffice it to say that the solution our project proposed was to conduct the majority of the data processing in real time, in the field, so that we can be sure we have the data we need before we pull out the instruments and go home. 
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Seismic Interferometry: Basics

The goal: to create a new seismic record from the recorded ambient noise.

How: by cross-correlating the response recorded at seismometer A with that recorded 
at seismometer B. The source is at an unknown location at Xs

The result is that by cross-correlating we have ‘moved’ the source to XA

Response observed at XB as if there was an 
impulsive source at XA

Response observed at XB as if there was a 
noise source at XA



Figures from Quiros et al (2016). Geophys J. Int.

Seismic Interferometry: Example Rio Grande Rift
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(1) Build and test a new-generation seismic system that is capable of 
acquiring, transmitting, and processing seismic data in near-real-
time”Raspberry Pi Enhanced REFTEK” (RaPiER).

(2) Apply the new technology in a geothermal field setting to investigate the 
possibility of extracting supplementary seismic parameter information 
from ambient seismic noise surveys by exploiting opportunities for 
adapting survey acquisition parameters provided by near-real-time data 
processing. 

(3) The project is divided into 2 phases
Phase 1: we designed, built, and tested a 20-node linear array, 

Phase 2: we will scale up to ~150 nodes and longer aperture. 

I will be reporting Phase 1 results today: System Design and Integration, 
Processing strategy and software, Results of Field Tests.

Goals of the project:



Methods/Approach -- RaPiER Overview

Automated, in-field processing may be able to produce Green’s functions in near-real-time, 
allowing for the immediate evaluation of results and enabling operators to alter data 
acquisition parameters before demobilizing instruments.

Trimble REF TEK 130S-01 Broadband 
Seismic Recorder

Raspberry Pi 3
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The most common strategies for ambient noise interferometry allow for its application only after the data have been acquired and fieldwork has been completed, and these downsides cannot be mitigated after seismic instrumentation has been demobilizedIn short, optimal data acquisition parameters, including deployment duration, sample interval, plus instrument configuration, spacing, and gain, among other parameters, cannot be planned ahead of time in ways that will ensure success while minimizing cost and effort.Experiment durations are typically either too long, which renders them more expensive than necessary, or too short, which risks failure to achieve the experiment’s objectives. Full specs for the Raspberry Pi 3 :CPU: Quad-core 64-bit ARM Cortex A53 clocked at 1.2 GHzGPU: 400MHz VideoCore IV multimediaMemory: 1GB LPDDR2-900 SDRAM (i.e. 900MHz)USB ports: 4Video outputs: HDMI, composite video (PAL and NTSC) via 3.5 mm jackNetwork: 10/100Mbps Ethernet and 802.11n Wireless LANPeripherals: 17 GPIO plus specific functions, and HAT ID busBluetooth: 4.1Power source: 5 V via MicroUSB or GPIO headerSize: 85.60mm × 56.5mmWeight: 45g (1.6 oz)Cost: $35



Methods/Approach -- RaPiER Overview
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Low-cost approach to automating SI with ambient noiseRelies on existing, widely-available instrumentation and expands that instrumentation’s functionality by embedding inexpensive micro-processors to perform data handling and processing.Apache Cassandra is used to distribute and maintain up-to-date copies of the data at multiple nodes through a Wi-Fi network.MSNoise, Python-based SI software, is used to perform ambient noise processing.Additional Python software was written in-house to perform various functions (e.g., data extraction from REF TEK 130 digitizer and ingest to Cassandra, plotting and archiving Green’s functions to Cassandra).Results are reviewed and progress toward convergence can be assessed and messages can be sent that summarize the array’s performance, data metrics, and state of health.



Methods/Approach -- Overview



Methods/Approach -- Challenges

• To our knowledge,
• a Raspberry Pi had never been integrated with a REF TEK 130 digitizer;
• Apache Cassandra & MSNoise had never been implemented on a Raspberry Pi
• No one seems to have resolved the problem of objectively determining GF 

convergence in an automated process

• The equipment we used, aside from the REF TEK 130, was largely consumer-
oriented

(a) Inexpensive
(b) all had limited options for configuration
(c) not robust (poor quality connectors, fragile housing, etc.).

• A Wi-Fi network in the field over uneven terrain is challenging to set up and 
maintain with high bandwidth.



Soda Lake (NV) Field Test



Virtual Source Gather for “Source” 121
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a) Station 20 after 45 hours.



Virtual Source Gather for “Source” 129
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i) Station 12 after 45 hours. 



Virtual source at 122 after 45 hours

Virtual source at 122 after 20 hours
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Future Directions -- Plans for Phase 2

• Hardware: Finalize solutions to 
• Wi-Fi network compartmentalization  Better equipment has been identified

Once those issues are settled we will build 130 additional RaPiER nodes

• Modeling
• Compute surface (Rayleigh) wave group velocity dispersion 
• Model dispersion curves to find 1D Vs beneath Soda Lake array

• Software
• Determine viability of real-time computation of surface (Rayleigh) wave group 

velocity dispersion
• Implement on RaPiER nodes if it is deemed viable

• Field test prep
• Settle on site for the large-scale field test
• Obtain permits to perform field test

• Perform field test with 150-node array 
• Interpret and write up results



Summary Slide
• Automated, real-time, in-field seismic interferometry with ambient 

noise is feasible for small arrays.
• Benefits include flexibility in data acquisition, which should lead to greater success rates 

and lower costs.

• A strategy that expands the functionality of existing, industry-standard 
instrumentation has been developed and field-tested.

• Many other applications of embedded micro-processors in seismic arrays (e.g., seismic site 
characterization, aftershock monitoring and location, surface wave modeling, etc.

• Whether this same strategy is feasible for larger arrays with greater 
aperture will be determined in Phase 2.
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